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Become a broadcast master with the Logitech Cx Pro, a webcam that streams video in
high-definition p 30fps or super smooth p 60fps. Two built-in microphones ensure natural,
no-drop audio, so your fans can hear you as if you were by their side. A free 3-month premium
XSplit license is also included. Stream and record vibrant, true-to-life video. The glass lens and
full HD p captures the most exciting details, bright and natural colors in fluid video at 30fps,
while the degree field of view accommodates up to two people. You can use the app to zoom
and pan the camera. Serious streamers need the hyperfast frame rate of 60 fps at p for
particularly smooth video, and that's just what the Cx Pro delivers. You'll be live broadcasting
with no lag or distortion. Equipped with HD autofocus and light correction, the Cx Pro fine-tunes
to the lighting conditions to produce razor-sharp high def images even if you're in a dim setting.
Fitted with two microphones, one on either side of the camera, the Cx Pro Webcam is able to
capture more realistic sound from every angle, so that your voice comes through sounding
natural and clear. By providing you with the complete set of features of both XSplit Broadcaster
and XSplit Gamecaster, the Cx Pro delivers an all-in-one live streaming solution with everything
you need to start broadcasting expertly. Pros: - Works perfectly right out of the box on a Linux
Mint system - Provides excellent video, and is a wonderful upgrade over my previous webcam
which was a 7 year old Logitech. Cons: - Does not have a physical cover for the camera only
reason why it does not get five stars. Overall Review: Again, only drawback to this camera is the
lack of a physical cover, which my old webcam had. Otherwise, this is a perfect camera. Pros:
Setup was easy. Automatic settings worked for the most part, and Capture utility was
straightforward for setting zoom. Cons: Sound pickup is not as good as I would like for use in
open area; fine for close-in use, though. Overall Review: Overall quality is good, but a few
important things keep this from being recommended. If you are more than 24 inches away from
your monitor like say, you have a large monitor on a stand , you will never get the camera to
focus on you. The focal range is set far far too close, and there are a bunch of hacks people
have had to do to disassemble the camera to adjust this. This is the biggest problem - if you are
a normal distance away from your monitor the camera will not be able to focus. Second problem
is more software related, but probably important for those using it for work. It does not play well
with webex, especially in lower light. Webex "auto-adjusts" the contrast upwards all the time
which makes you look like a ghost - probably on webex, but other webcams haven't had this
problem, probably because it allows such a large range of contrasts. Cons: There was a delay in
delivery due to a shipping issue. The seller worked around the issue and re-shippment arrived
well. Overall Review: Excellent sound quality, may lag a bit when on Zoom but I'm loving it.
Pros: Easy install ect. Not my first logitech webcam so i knew what to expect. Gives 60 fps as
advertised under certain conditions. Cons: Conditions it dosent give 60 fps are as follows -when
you use right light technology. Minor issue but I can't be the only one right? HD Video is nice
when you have multiple people in a room at one site and want reasonable resolution for all of
their faces simultaneously. Even the dog can take part. Add to cart. Price Alert. Add To Wish
List Found on 1 wish list. Best Sellers. Corn Electronics. Are you an E-Blast Insider? Close
double click image to zoom in. See more " logitech webcam ". Option: Cx Brio. Web Camera
specifically designed and optimized for Professional quality video streaming on social gaming
and entertainment sites like Twitch and YouTube Stream and record vibrant, true-to-life HD P
video at 30 frames per second or P at 60fps Background replacement technology powered by
personify allows you to integrate your live image and any background Scene, right onto your
stream only works with Windows 7 and above Full HD glass lens and premium autofocus deliver
razor-sharp, clear video in consistent high Definition while two Built-in mics capture your voice
in rich Stereo Audio Record clear videos even in dim or poorly backlit settings with automatic
light Correction. Cx Pro Designed for serious streamers Become a broadcast master with the
Logitech Cx Pro, a webcam that streams video in high-definition p 30fps or super smooth p
60fps. Full high-def p streaming Stream and record vibrant, true-to-life video. HD p at 60 fps
streaming Serious streamers need the hyperfast frame rate of 60 fps at p for particularly smooth
video, and that's just what the Cx Pro delivers. Brighter images Equipped with HD autofocus
and light correction, the Cx Pro fine-tunes to the lighting conditions to produce razor-sharp high
def images even if you're in a dim setting. Full stereophonics Fitted with two microphones, one
on either side of the camera, the Cx Pro Webcam is able to capture more realistic sound from
every angle, so that your voice comes through sounding natural and clear. Includes free
3-month XSplit premium license By providing you with the complete set of features of both
XSplit Broadcaster and XSplit Gamecaster, the Cx Pro delivers an all-in-one live streaming
solution with everything you need to start broadcasting expertly. Verified Owner. Cons: - Does
not have a physical cover for the camera only reason why it does not get five stars Overall
Review: Again, only drawback to this camera is the lack of a physical cover, which my old
webcam had. Did you? JOHN W. Overall Review: Good video for a reasonable price. Russell O.

Great product. Seller worked to overcome shipping issue. Overall Review: Yes, I would
recommend this product. Eric O. Dustin D. Max L. Did you find this review helpful? William V.
Pros: - Fast delivery Cons: - sign of the times pricing Overall Review: - that was easy. Cart
Subtotal 0 Item. A ll rights reserved. Webcams are basically small digital cameras that record
videos like normal camcorders do, but rely on software to transfer the images to a computer
through an internet connection. Given that all Mac and many PC laptops feature built-in
webcams and sales of desktop computers are falling, the market for stand-alone webcams has
been shrinking for some time. Still, companies including Logitech, Microsoft, Creative Labs, and
Hewlett-Packard continue producing webcams that sell for a range of prices. Unless you plan to
broadcast a web show or use the webcam as a security device, there's no need to purchase a
camcorder-quality web camera; a cheap webcam will more than suffice â€” especially if you're
just using it to stay in touch with loved ones while safely social distancing. Prices and
availability are subject to change. Due to high demand, some items may temporarily have
inflated prices or be available only from third-party sellers. Built-in dual stereo mics provide
automatic noise reduction, and it features manual focus at up to around 30 feet. It comes in five
colors, too. Note that it is not compatible with Macs. Plug it into a USB 2. Its ring light can be
brightened or dimmed on command, and it supports video and audio recording in p and p.
Other features include a built-in mic and autofocus. It can be adjusted up to 30 degrees up or
down, has degree rotation, and an degree wide-angle lens. Image quality is enhanced through
automatic white balance and automatic color correction. It supports a number of video-calling
apps and software and additional features include a built-in, noise-canceling microphone and
auto-focusing capability. It includes a built-in, noise-reducing microphone and a
multi-functional bracket for adjustability. It has a built-in noise-canceling microphone, automatic
light correction, and is compatible with Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8. What it
lacks in resolution at x it makes up for in photo storage at 50 megapixels. With more people
working from home, webcams are often out of stock. It's worth thinking outside the box. Here
are some options that will also work for video conferencing. Whether for work or just staying in
video contact with family and friends, keep in mind that most smartphones work with popular
video calling apps like Facetime, Skype, Google Hangouts, Zoom, and more. With the Amazon
Fire 7, you spend about as much or a little more than you would on a web camera, and you get a
whole lot more. Same goes for iPads and other Android tablets. The webcams and other
products listed above are current as of Below you'll find a buying guide written in â€” much of
which is still applicable when determining which features to consider when purchasing a
webcam, including audio and picture quality, connectivity, storage requirements, and more. The
visual capability of a cheap webcam is quite possibly its most important feature. But even the
most expensive webcam won't deliver top quality pictures if the speed of your Internet
connection is too slow; in other words, the faster the connection, the sharper and clearer the
image. Other factors also play a role. Resolution is the word used to describe one aspect of the
webcam's video capabilities. Resolution is measured by pixels, which are all the tiny dots that
make up a digital image. Another determinant is the frame rate, which means how fast the
webcam captures and transfers video to your computer. You should insist on a cheap webcam
that processes at least 30 frames per second, which ensures movements don't look jerky.
Several cheap webcams incorporate features designed to produce better visuals. One
technological advance, referred to as face-tracking software, actually detects your face when
you move around while you're on camera. The Logitech C is unique among cheap webcams
because of its glass lens, which provides more detailed and clearer images than the standard
plastic lens found in cheap webcams. Then there's the HP Deluxe webcam, with its "tilt and
pan" ability that lets you maneuver the webcam to show off your surroundings or spotlight a
special item without disrupting the connection; this "tilt and pan" capability is rare for cheap
webcams. Look for a good zoom feature if you want the person you're talking with to be able to
see only your face without any background distractions. Note, however, that these built-in mics
often pick up distracting background noise, so you might consider purchasing headphones and
stand-alone speakers, which help eliminate the din, according to a webcams review on Amazon.
Webcams might seem confusing, but they are actually quite simple to connect to your
computer. All you have to do is plug your webcam into a USB, parallel, or FireWort port
depending on the type of webcam you purchase on the side or back of your computer. The
wireless set up is better suited for security than conversation, so it's worth investing a little
more to get a wireless device that's not easily visible and will provide a panoramic view of the
area you want to watch over. As for storage requirements, make sure your computer has
enough hard drive space and active memory for a webcam. This is particularly important if you
have an older computer. See our capsule review of each product for a full rundown of the
requirements. Because there are times when you want to chat but not talk, make sure your

cheap webcam is compatible with your preferred instant messaging service, be it AIM, Skype,
Yahoo Messenger, Windows Live Messenger, or whatever. A big complaint lodged by an expert
webcams review on CNET among others is that Microsoft webcams are all designed to interact
with Windows Live Messenger and don't work well or at all with programs like Skype or Yahoo.
Fortunately, cheap webcams produced by all other are compatible with any type of instant
messaging application, including Windows Live Messenger. Webcams generally sit on top of a
computer, which means they must be secured in some way. Enter the mounting hardware,
which makes it more or less easy to attach an inexpensive webcam to your desktop or laptop.
The cheap Logitech C webcam features a universal clip that adjusts to the width of your
computer. The flexible base of the Microsoft LifeCam VX is readily adjustable, so long as you're
affixing it to a desk or a thick monitor, according to a review on Pocket-lint ; mounting the
Microsoft LifeCam VX to a thin laptop, however, is dicey. Several webcam manufacturers offer
special effects to enhance the fun of video conversing. Creative Technology webcams, for
example, have special effects like eye glasses, hairdos, and snowflakes that can embellish your
online appearance, or place you in front of the Sydney Opera House or Eiffel Tower. Logitech
webcams special effects include avatars, masks, distortions, filters, and a variety of face
accessories. Users posting reviews on Newegg comment on the cool factor associated with
Creative Live Cam Video IM Pro's special effects; ditto from a consumer posting on Best Buy
about the HP Deluxe, who gets a kick out of morphing into a Viking for those special moments.
Modern technology has created the need to protect kids from online baddies, so you might want
a webcam with parental controls. Currently, Creative Technology webcams sport this feature,
which has you choose a login and password that's needed each time someone wants to use the
device. Although we didn't find any user comments that specifically address the parental
control feature, we found one parent who is comfortable enough with his Creative Technology
webcam that he lets his children play with it all the time, according to his post on Newegg.
Consumers often upload photos from digital cameras to their computers, so why not do
something similar with a webcam? Indeed, many cheap webcams let you to freeze an image and
send it off to your friends, live. Here, too, the quality of a webcam's photo-taking depends on
the number of megapixels it supports. HP Deluxe maxes out at eight megapixels, the Logitech C
gives you software-enhanced stills up to five megapixels, and Creative Live Cam Video IM Pro
captures still images at a resolution of x with 1. According to a webcams review on Best Buy,
the HP Deluxe produces images at least as good as what you get with a higher resolution digital
camera. Cheapism may earn a commission if you buy through a link on our site. Sign up for our
newsletter. Kris Scott April 29, Behind every budget is a bucket list. I needed to switch over to
Apple computer, phone and ipad because of software changes in my buisness. These items
were either open box or refurbished with a A rating. Fabulous Prices, all worked and looked
new. I am a faithful user of a popular on line store that deals in the same items, however I can
not get these kind of deals especially at these condition and prices. See All. Capture the details
of an object with accuracy and precision with a 3D printer that creates objects with strong,
individual layers. Most printers come assembled and require resin or filament for printing real
3D objects. Stereolithography SLA 3D printers use resin and expose it to laser light that
hardens the liquified form to hard plastic, making working 3D models, molds and patterns.
Starting with these small desk fabrication printers helps you keep costs down, so you can add
more as your company grows. Sand, paint and alter the 3D design based on your finish
requirements. Look for selective layer sintering SLS models for high productivity and making
mechanical moving parts. Working in the desk fabrication processes and tools, you will come
across 3D inkjet printers, which use a wide selection of solid suspensions and liquid materials,
giving you high-resolution printouts for each layer of a mechanical model. Like inkjet printers ,
these machines deposit nanoparticles that create each layer and involves the fusion of plastic
or metal materials without post-processing like cleaning or sanding the model. You have the
finished product that is entirely functional when taken from the printing machine. The inkjet
printing process is low-temperature and low-pressure, enabling the smallest features for
manufacturing high-interconnect density PCBs. Using this process lets you add mounting holes
and all the interconnectors without additional steps, reducing time and saving production costs
from weeks to hours. The laser printing technique uses a UV light, which cures the resin and
turns it into a solid, so you have a duplicate model. Also known as a resin 3D printer, SLA
printers use vat polymerization, which produces complex, and highly detailed results for
accurate models. Consider an FDM printer for basic modeling and building simple prototypes. A
3D scanner copies an item and creates a point cloud that converts the shape of the item into
readable information that the software duplicates. This reverse-engineering process lets you
make multiple items with a resin 3D printer with the precise measurements of the original. The
point clouds from 3D scanners merge with CAD information for inspections and reproductions,

letting users see areas that need adjustments for the final printouts. Power Search. Sold by
Newegg. ON OFF. Creality 3D. Mimo Tech. Monoprice Inc. Forest Grass USA. Shenzhen Yuntu
Chuangzhi Technology Co. Show More. Royal beller. JSAO Electronics. Like New. Winter
Clearance. Shipped by Newegg. Direct from Manufacturer. Less than 1 Year. Free Shipping. Top
Sellers. Discount Item. Volume Savings. New Arrival. United States. Hong Kong. Search Within:
GO. Next Page. View: 36 60 96 36 List View. Grid View. What Customers Are Saying Learn More.
Wide Range of 3D Printing Options Working in the desk fabrication processes and tools, you
will come across 3D inkjet printers, which use a wide selection of solid suspensions and liquid
materials, giving you high-resolution printouts for each layer of a mechanical model. Cart
Subtotal 0 Item. A ll rights reserved. NeweggBusiness - A great place to buy computers,
computer parts, electronics, software, accessories, and DVDs online. With great prices, fast
shipping, and top-rated customer service - once you know, you Newegg. If you are reading this
message, Please click this link to reload this page. Do not use your browser's "Refresh" button.
Please email us if you're running the latest version of your browser and you still see this
message. For a sluggish or underperforming desktop computer , a PC memory upgrade is often
an effective way to increase performance. However, choosing the right desktop memory
upgrade is not always easy. If you are looking for desktop memory, the memory finder tool is an
excellent resource. In the next section, NeweggBusiness answers several of the most common
questions about upgrading PC memory. The MHz rating for PC memory is an indication of how
quickly it can transfer data. The higher the MHz rating, the quicker the memory can transfer
data. However, the transfer speed is bottlenecked by the motherboard and processor. If a stick
of memory is rated at MHz but the processor and motherboard are limited to MHz, the memory
will operate at the slower speed. PC memory timings are performance measurements based
around four parameters. These four ratings are written as four numbers separated by dashes,
such as It is better to have lower timings, as that means less latency. You should prioritize
having lower latencies over faster MHz ratings. In order for PC memory modules to achieve their
rated timings, they must operate at indicated voltages. If the memory modules are ran either
under or over-voltage, there will be a risk of system instability and damage to the memory.
However, increasing memory voltage can also lower timings for slightly faster performance.
Multi-module PC memory upgrades are often marketed as dual-channel, triple-channel, or
quad-channel. Known as matched memory, they are designed to work in conjunction for slightly
increased performance. However, the motherboard must support multi-channel memory for
there to be any benefit. For example, if you have a motherboard that supports dual-channel
memory, utilizing a matched 8 GB 2 x 4 GB memory upgrade kit will net slightly better
performance gains than two unmatched 4 GB memory sticks. Yes, you can use PC memory
modules from different brands, with different capacities, and different speeds in the same
computer. However, there will be no multi-channel performance gains because they will not be
matched sets of memory. In addition, if the PC memory modules have different speeds, they will
all run at the speed of the slowest module. Yes, there are several limiting factors on how much
memory you can install into one system. Most desktop motherboards only accommodate up to
four unbuffered memory modules. On top of that, the largest capacity for a single unbuffered
memory module is 8 GB. So the maximum amount of memory based on hardware limitations is
64 GB for unbuffered memory. Another limitation on the benefits of additional PC memory is the
operating system. An operating system can only utilize a limited amount of memory, and any
extra memory past that amount will not be recognized. Past those maximums, any extra PC
memory will not be recognized. See Current E-Blast Promotion. Re
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quest an Account Executive. Log In. View Cart. Keywords, brands, item or mfr part. Matching
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Search Within. View: 24 48 Sold by: NeweggBusiness. All Sellers. Availability: In Stock. Filter 0.
Free Shipping. Add to Cart. View Details. Sold by: Sam Electronic Commerce. Sold by:
Ccmallonline. Common Questions about Desktop Memory Introduction For a sluggish or
underperforming desktop computer , a PC memory upgrade is often an effective way to increase
performance. What does latency or timing mean for PC memory? What does memory voltage
mean? Are there any advantages to multi-channel memory kits? Can I use different memory
brands, capacities, and speeds in the same computer? Are there limitations on how much
memory I can install? By NeweggBusiness Staff. Back to Top. Customer Service. Thank you for
subscribing Your request will be processed within the next 24 hours. Please add " promo e.
Connect With Us.

